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before any company starts using dynamics ax, the implementation team gathers requirements and prepares data to be loaded to the system. when dynamics ax is installed, the data is usually entered manually into dynamics ax. for example, for the financial module, it is required to prepare and set up
main accounts and financial dimensions; for the inventory management module, it is required to prepare and set up products list, warehouses, pallets, etc. enter the product name, product variant, product variant description, product category name, subcategory name, costumer of the product, set of
products, etc. details are configured and entered based on your business requirements. 2. on the ‘products’ page of the microsoft dynamics ax, click the product under “products ” which you want to customize. the following screens will display the product page. on this page, we are further going to do
the following things. 4. then, a new folder will be created as “customizing” on the c drive of your computer. also, a new file called “customizing.log” will be created. in “customizing.log” file, the following details will be displayed. at this point, i would like to let you know that the forecast for dynamics ax
data entry is increasing because the velocity is growing, so you need to prepare your data now to avoid the big data update. the following challenges exist: partner/vendor insights increased time to enter data adding new information updating existing values in this step, the data that will be loaded to

dynamics ax is verified. validation checks the following major areas: financial dimension main accounts purchasing logistics tax customer relationship management sales
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